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A little history 

Language documentation – what is it?

Problems of grammatical descriptions of languages

Reaction to structuralist theory

A postcolonial linguistics?

Details of documentation – methods

Archiving as a central part of documentation



If I could, by a good phonographic record, 
counterfeit the living voice of Tokulubakiki: […] I 
should certainly be better able to translate the 
text in the sense of imparting to it its full cultural 
flavour and significance. Again, if by 
cinematographic picture I could reproduce the 
facial expression, the bodily attitude, the 
significant gestures, this would add another 
contextual dimension.

Malinowski 1935: 26



there is the special methodological 
interest in the frank and full presentation 
of all available linguistic evidence

Malinowski 1935:4

  



There is no reason whatever why, in the 
future, an exact and physiological study of 
speech should not use the apparatus of 
sound films for reproducing fully 
contextualised utterances.

Malinowski 1935: 26

Malinowski, Bronislaw. 1935. Coral gardens and their magic. Vol II  
London: G. Allen & Unwin.



I'm not particularly interested in 'smoothed-over' versions of native 
culture. I like the stuff in the raw, as felt and dictated by the 
natives. [...]  The genuine, difficult, confusing, primary sources. 
These must be presented, whatever else is done. […] There are too 
many glib monographs, most of which time will show to be highly 
subjective performances. We need  to develop in cultural 
anthropology that anxious respect for documentary evidence that 
is so familiar to the historian, the classical scholar, the Orientalist. 
[…] where is the raw evidence? I can't tell whether a given 
statement is common native knowledge or is merely your 
interpretation of one man's say-so.

Letter written by Edward Sapir to Fay Cooper-Cole, 25 April 1938, quoted in 
Regna Darnell. 1990. Edward Sapir: Linguist, Anthropologist, Humanist. 
Berkeley: University of California Press.



Descriptive grammars written since Sapir 
and Malinowski may have been built on 
a corpus of recordings 

But that is not evident from the finished 
product

as the recordings are not referenced



Brandenstein, Carl Georg von. 1970. Brandenstein, Carl Georg von. 1970. 
Narratives from the North-West of Narratives from the North-West of 
Western Australia in the Ngarluma and Western Australia in the Ngarluma and 
Jindjiparndi languages.Jindjiparndi languages. (Volumes1–3 +  (Volumes1–3 + 
audio-disc.) audio-disc.) 

Canberra: Australian Institute of Canberra: Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies.Aboriginal Studies.

Brandenstein, Carl Georg von. 1970. Brandenstein, Carl Georg von. 1970. 
Narratives from the North-West of Narratives from the North-West of 
Western Australia in the Ngarluma and Western Australia in the Ngarluma and 
Jindjiparndi languages.Jindjiparndi languages. (Volumes1–3 +  (Volumes1–3 + 
audio-disc.) audio-disc.) 

Canberra: Australian Institute of Canberra: Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies.Aboriginal Studies.



 

First version: 1990



The traditional language documents have been
the ‘Boasian’ trio of:

Grammar

Dictionary

Texts

Media - audio
- images
- video

fieldnotes, transcripts
historical sources
maps
etc ….

How to capture all of this 
information and keep track of 
it?

CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT 
CONTEXT CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT
CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTEXT 
CONTEXT



Fieldwork in Eratap and
Erakor villages 1996–

Notes (paper)
~30 analog audio cassettes
4 hours of digital audio
3 digital video cassettes
~200 photographs 
Texts based on historical 

sources
Maps of placenames
Transcripts (paper/computer)
Glossed texts (IGT)
Dictionary
Grammar



Language Documentation

Recent movement within linguistics, based 
on recognition of:

- the focus on a narrow structuralist 
theoretical tradition within much of 
linguistics that is not concerned with 
fieldwork

- the failure of that linguistic tradition to 
engage with the diversity of human 
languages



Language Documentation

Recent movement within linguistics, based 
on recognition of:

- the number of languages that may 
cease to be spoken in the near future

- our responsibility to create good 
records of the language

- developments in technology that 
facilitate the creation of better records



The problems that Language 
Documentation addresses

Language descriptions are necessarily 
only able to deal with some aspects of 
the language

Linguistic fieldwork methods have 
traditionally not created records the 
speakers could use, but rather have 
been expropriative

Language descriptions do not make 
explicit the links between primary 
records and the results of their analysis



Problems of grammatical descriptions of 
languages 
One volume, 
describing what 
is currently 
considered 
important 
information about 
a language



Problems of grammatical descriptions of 
languages 
New features of language are focused on by each 
generation of researchers (e.g., evidentiality, 
referentiality, serial-verbs, switch reference …) 
and older grammars do not have anything to say 
about them

But grammars could be a key to analysis, 
assuming that there is a corpus of texts in the 
language

And that the texts are accessible for others to 
use



Pirahã

Trust me, I’m a linguist 



Decontextualised language examples

- often the only language samples 
provided

- taken by others for use in new analyses

- used and reused, errors propagated 



Postcolonial linguistics

Concern about 

- the extraction of language records in 
the course of fieldwork, what useful 
outcomes are there for the speakers?

- responsibility to curate these records 
held in trust for the people recorded



Language Documentation as postmodern

Linguists creating records and situating 
their analysis in these records

- acknowledging the partial nature of the 
records

- analysis based in a corpus

- inviting others to replicate the analysis



Language Documentation

Linguists creating records and situating 
their analysis in these records

- emphasis on collaborations

- with speakers 

- with other disciplines

- resulting in deeper understanding of 
the culture



Language Documentation

No record of a language can be complete

The earlier model in which no records 
were made is no longer tenable

Records arising from fieldwork can include 
any aspects of everyday life (and still be 
useful for structural analysis)



We want

To be able to prepare excellent data in the 
course of our fieldwork (without too 
much extra work!)

Excellent data will endure, can be 
accessed and can be made into various 
forms for delivery to various users



Outputs- Thesis / book
- DVD of examples
- Online dictionary

- Printed dictionary
- Printed collection of stories
- ITunes installation of stories
- EOPAS stories
- Archived collections of primary material



Audiamus

Created for interacting with field recordings via their 
transcripts

Version 1 – HyperCard – 1999 

Version 2 – RunTime Revolution 2002

      LiveCode

http://bit.ly/audiamus2





Collaborative digital research resource set 
up by the University of Sydney, University 
of Melbourne & Australian National 
University

Intermittent funding from the Australian Research 
Council

Pacific and Regional Archive for Digital 
Sources in Endangered Cultures 
(PARADISEC)





PARADISEC goals
Digital archiving of endangered recorded field material from 

the region around Australia and more broadly

Exploit potential of digital systems to build a collaborative 
cross-institutional resource

Develop and implement electronic management of a digital 
research archive

Create linkages between Australian research institutions, 
national archival institutions, stakeholders in the 
Asia-Pacific region, and international bodies to ensure 
future viability of the resource



Records not being looked after



Typical legacy data – the original 
motivation

Stephen Wurm’s several hundred tapes, 
including 120 1970s Solomon Islands 
tapes and transcripts/fieldnotes

Arthur Capell’s 114 tapes, Pacific and PNG 
1950s (and 30 archive boxes of 
fieldnotes)

Bert Voorhoeve’s 180 tapes - West Papua

Tom Dutton’s 295 PNG tapes



Anthropological recordings

Geoff White, Cheke Holo, Solomon Islands

Don Gardner, Mian, PNG

Lamont Lindstrom, Tanna, Vanuatu

Ted Schwartz, Manus Island, PNG

Andrew McIntyre, Vanuatu

Ted Schwartz, PNG

- See the catalog

http://catalog.paradisec.org.au/collections/search?per_page=188


Legacy material

“an estimated 80% of the world-wide holdings 
representing the cultural and linguistic 
diversity of mankind are not held by 
audiovisual archives proper.” 

Dietrich Schüller 2004: 9



2003 – Australian Research Council 
Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment 
Fund grant to establish a digitisation suite 
in Sydney

 Located, described and digitised ~500 hours 
of analog audio tapes

Established digitisation units at ANU and 
Melbourne

Established mass data storage system
paradisec.org.au



Storage

2004 - Australian Partnership for Advanced 
Computing (APAC)  

2009 - National Computational Infrastructure 
(NCI)

2012 - Research Data Storage Initiative (RDSI)

Local servers with tape backup



Preservation

EBU Broadcast Wave Format (BWF), 
Quadriga

International standard (developed by European 
Broadcast Union) adopted by Australian national 
institutions (National Film and Sound Archive, 
National Library of Australia, AIATSIS, etc)

24-bit, 96khz uncompressed PCM audio

Encapsulated metadata includes unique permanent 
identifiers, coding history, and content descriptors

Digital ‘sealing’ for data authentication provided by 
Quadriga Audio-Cube system



paradisec.org.au

Collection metrics – September 2013

757 languages
249 collections
8,896 items
56,114 files
7,644 hours (of both wav and derived mp3)
6.73 TB of files

903 GB of video files in archive
5.38 TB of audio files in archive
117 GB of image files in archive
130 MB of text files in archive



Funding – flood and drought



Catalog

Conforms to relevant standards

Dublin Core, Open Archives Initiative, 
Open Language Archives Community

Initial Filemaker Pro version

- controlled vocabularies via popup 
menus

- export to XML for backup and online 
access

Second version in SQL/PHP

Current version Ruby on Rails / SQL

catalog.paradisec.org.au



Catalog has language identifiers (ISO 
639-3)

Allows users to enter the local name even 
if there is no ISO-639-3 code

Geographic information (DC bounding box)

All maximise locatability of the item

Often the use of the catalog is the first 
time the user has organised their 
collection



PARADISEC database version 1 (FMPro)



PARADISEC database version 3 (Ruby)

http://catalog.paradisec.org.au/
http://catalog.paradisec.org.au/


http://catalog.paradisec.org.a
u/

Viewing our catalog 



Viewing our catalog 
– via the Australian National Data Service

http://researchdata.ands.org.au
/



Viewing our catalog 
– via Virtual Language Observatory

http://catalog.clarin.eu/vlo



Viewing our catalog 
– via WorldCat

https://www.worldcat.o
rg/



Viewing our catalog 
– via the Open Language Archives 
Community



http://paradisec.org.au/vanlangsmap.htm



123 languages: Grammar 1-5, Lexicon 1-5, Texts 1-5, Media corpus 
1-5



http://paradisec.org.au/fieldnotes/AC2.htm



http://paradisec.org.au/fieldnotes/AC2.htm



http://paradisec.org.au/fieldnotes/AC2.htm



DVDs of field recordings archived directly from the 
northern Philippines

Archiving before analysis
Citation of primary data in the analysis

DVDs of field recordings archived directly from the 
northern Philippines

Archiving before analysis
Citation of primary data in the analysis
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Linkages

Importance of relationships with 

regional cultural organisations, 

including repatriation of CD 

copies of tapes, and 

digitisation of reel-to-reel tapes

 Vanuatu Kaljoral Senta 
 provision of safe ‘blind’ backup 

of their digitised sound collection

 Institute of PNG studies
 Rapanui community

Vanuatu Independent Newspaper No. 153, 29 October 2006



Digitisation of mouldy tapes in Drehu for Leonard 
Drilë Sam at the University of New Caledonia

Leonard Drilë Sam accepting CD copies of his recordings in June 2007



Repatriation

Erakor school, Efate, Vanuatu





Selection of 
XML 
formats to 
upload



Validation of 
XML on upload





Import 
Transcripts 
and media

Import 
Transcripts 
and media



Media upload 
and transcode





http://www.eopas.org/transcripts?language_code=erk 



Metadata

Playable media



Reference 
to 

morpheme
-level

Reference 
to 

morpheme
-level



Ability to 
turn off 

morphemi
c view

Ability to 
turn off 

morphemi
c view



Reference 
to 

morphem
e-level

Reference 
to 

morphem
e-level



Reference 
to timed 
chunk

Reference 
to timed 
chunk



EOPAS – text and media corpus 
presentation

Upload text in interlinear format 

Upload media

Present text and media online

Citable text and media

www.eopas.org

Planned

Allow media in PARADISEC to be called 
directly

Provide online annotation



Laptop organisation of collections – ExSite9 

http://www.intersect.org.au/exsite9

Problem of data collected without 
sufficient metadata

Reluctance of researchers to create 
metadata

Make it easier by providing tools



Laptop organisation of collections – ExSite9 

http://www.intersect.org.au/exsite9

http://youtu.be/4_NmUXrWZlE

http://youtu.be/4_NmUXrWZlE


Digital Endangered Languages and Musics Digital Endangered Languages and Musics 
Archives Network – delaman.orgArchives Network – delaman.org

Kaipuleohone, U.HawaiiKaipuleohone, U.Hawaii
www.ling.hawaii.edu/langdoc/archive.htmlwww.ling.hawaii.edu/langdoc/archive.html

Kaipuleohone, U.HawaiiKaipuleohone, U.Hawaii
www.ling.hawaii.edu/langdoc/archive.htmlwww.ling.hawaii.edu/langdoc/archive.html

California Language ArchiveCalifornia Language Archive
cla.berkeley.educla.berkeley.edu

California Language ArchiveCalifornia Language Archive
cla.berkeley.educla.berkeley.edu

The Rosetta ProjectThe Rosetta Project
rosettaproject.orgrosettaproject.org

The Rosetta ProjectThe Rosetta Project
rosettaproject.orgrosettaproject.org



Archiving will become normal practice for 
linguists
LSA resolution 2010 

‘Linguistic Society of America supports the recognition of 
these materials as scholarly contributions to be given 
weight in the awarding of advanced degrees and in 
decisions on hiring, tenure, and promotion of faculty. It 
supports the development of appropriate means of 
review of such works so that their functionality, import, 
and scope can be assessed relative to other language 
resources and to more traditional publications.’



Need for training and advice

Methods for conducting research

Data management

Appropriate tools for analysis and exploration of 
data

http://rnld.org



Conclusions

Language Documentation acknowledges 
the partiality of the data on which an 
analysis is based

It explicitly inserts the linguist into the 
process of recording, annotating and 
preparing the corpus for scrutiny by 
others. 

It emphasises the presentation of the 
context of an utterance



Conclusions

Language Documentation offers a 
scientific method for replication of 
analyses, external review of collections 
and processes, and data recording and 
sharing

PARADISEC as an example of humanities 
scholars taking responsibility for building 
the necessary infrastructure to curate 
research outputs and primary materials



Australian Research Council  – LIEF grants LE110100142, 
LE0560711, LE0453247
ARC DP0450342, DP0984419

The speaker’s attendance at this conference was 
sponsored by 

the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

http://www.humboldt-foundation.de

http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/


Structuring legacy material

Identifying legacy material 

Manuscripts as major source of historical 
information



Daisy Bates vocabularies

24,700 page images, unknown number of 
languages

Mixed types of material

 Handwritten manuscripts
 Questionnaires (based on a template) 

(13,487 pp)

 Freeform lists (1,251 manuscript pages)

 Typescripts
 Of questionnaires (4,933 pp)

 Of freeform lists (some related to 
handwritten forms, but some not)



500 copies of a blank 
wordlist questionnaire 
produced 
by the Government 
Printer in Perth in 1904

Around 220 filled out 



http://paradisec.org.au/BatesMap.html

file:///home/dorothee/Desktop/


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/css" href="batexConversion.xsl"?>
<TEI xmlns:tei="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0" xmlns="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0">
    <!-- add page numbers 
    Include TS page numbers as <pb facs=""/> manuscript pages given as pb n=""
    Include additions that are not in the current template as <add> see entry 0003a below-->
    <teiHeader>
        <fileDesc>
            <titleStmt>
                <title>Daisy Bates Vocabulary</title>
            </titleStmt>
            <publicationStmt>
                <availability>
                    <p>NLA MS 365</p>
                </availability>
            </publicationStmt>
            <sourceDesc>
                <listPerson>
                    <person>
                        <persName>[This is where the named authors of the document 

                                       should be listed]</persName>
                    </person>
                </listPerson>
                <listPlace>
                    <place>
                        <region> [This is where the place named in the source should be
                            provided]</region>
                    </place>
                </listPlace>
            </sourceDesc>
        </fileDesc>
    </teiHeader>
    <text>
        <body>
            <div>
                <pb n="3" type="page"/>
                <head>Man, his relationships, etc.</head>
                <p><gloss n="0001" xml:lang="en">Aunt</gloss>
                    <term xml:lang="XXX">XXXX</term></p>
                <p><gloss n="0002" xml:lang="en">Baby</gloss>
                    <term xml:lang="XXX">XXX</term></p>
                <p><gloss n="0003" xml:lang="en">Blackfellow</gloss>
                    <term xml:lang="XXX">XXX</term></p>

Unique identifier assigned 
to each item in the 
questionnaire

Page number of 
questionnaire allows links 
from typescript

Personal name is marked 
to allow it to be listed as a 
name

Geographic location 
marked to allow geo-coding

Language identifier (ISO-639 
where possible) assigned to each 
item in the questionnaire



image=“51-038T-XII2D17”  id=“0392”
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